SecurTrac in action
Security Team Member of a Global Pharmaceutical Company
The SecurTrac product has helped us meet and exceed our expectations for a quick, efficient, and cost effective way to
keep document audit trails, comply with FDA Part 11, and SOX compliance. We are very satisfied with the value SecurTrac
adds to our business and closely working with the developers and administrators to provide us with a solution to meet our
compliance issues. SecurTrac is continually helping our company and customers save money by having a solution that will
work for any Notes/Domino application. The ability to monitor documents, ACL’s and designs gives our customers comfort
that we will be able to find the problem and correct it by using the monitoring tools provided by SecurTrac. With new
products and new laws coming out we are very likely to hold our relationship with the manufacturer of SecurTrac,
Extracomm, in great regards. We recommend SecurTrac to any company in need of a solution for FDA Part 11 and SOX
compliance.

Security Team Member of a Global Rental Car Company
SecurTrac is the only product in the Notes/Domino market that we could find that has specifically met our very customized
needs. In addition to a good product, SecurTrac's customer service continues to work closely and efficiently on our specific
customized needs. We have a very good working relationship with the developers of SecurTrac, as well as their technical
staff. We are completely satisfied with the product and even more satisfied with the customer service my company
continues to receive. We were able to resolve several security findings with SecurTrac and in addition, we have found other
uses for the SecurTrac than originally purchased for. With the extremely positive outcome of what SecurTrac is continually
doing for my company, we are very likely to engage with Extracomm for many years to come.

Security Team Member of a Global Pharmaceuticals Development Company
Our company uses Extracomm's SecurTrac and SecurEsign to satisfy our compliance needs, as SecurTrac with our own
internal application is seamless. The sales and technical staff of SecurTrac have provided excellent customer service, both
before and after the sale. I only had to call customer service once, the response time was great and the issue was resolved
in a timely manner. Since we started using SecurTrac and their complementary electronic signature tool, SecurEsign a
year and a half ago today, I am very satisfied with the software and extremely pleased how friendly and yet comprehensive
SecurTrac is to use. SecurTrac is very easily implemented and addresses my company's compliance needs for audit trails
and electronic signatures. I would definitely continue as a SecurTrac user and would highly recommend SecurTrac to other
businesses and business associates.

